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The Deep Blue Sea

A BOOK OF COLORS

story by AUDREY WOOD
pictures by BRUCE WOOD

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
The sea is blue.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is a red rock in the blue sea.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is a green tree on the red rock.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is a purple parrot on a brown nut.

Adapted from The Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is an orange butterfly on the purple parrot.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is a black spot on the orange butterfly.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
The yellow sun shines.
A white cloud in the sky.

The cloud turns grey.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
The fish sing. It is raining.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
The fish come up to play.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
There is a rainbow.

Adapted from the Deep Blue Sea by Audrey and Bruce Wood
The guides for the book *The Deep Blue Sea* by Audrey Wood and Bruce Wood

Page 1: Bucket of water for the sea

Page 2: A rock painted red to symbol a red rock

Page 3: Plastic green palm tree

Page 4: A walnut to represent a nut

Page 5: A plastic bird painted purple

Page 6: A plastic butterfly painted orange

Page 7: Black Velcro spot (hard side) on orange butterfly

Page 8: Lamp to represents sunlight

Page 9: A mobile of cotton clouds painted grey. Bring mobile over tree and water to represent the sky going grey

Page 10: Plastic fish to represent fish

Page 11: A squirt bottle to represent rain. Squirt kids lightly

Page 12: Rainbow on paper made out of a variety of colors of pipe cleaners for texture